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In 2017 VeloCity was the dream of
a group of planners and designers.
Now in 2050 we have just been
awarded the happiest and healthiest
place to live in the UK.
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An introductory response from the team
What the NIC want to see:
‘We want to inspire and create truly liveable and sustainable places for the long-term
that are not only well-positioned in relation to new infrastructure but are also uplifting
to the human spirit and enhance the quality of life experienced by new and existing
communities in this, one of the greenest and most sought after parts of the UK.

•

Making well planned places that provide
a realistic and practical alternative to
car use, embracing place making and
health benefits of active travel and
growing potential of smart technologies.

•

Reinvigorating and reinventing locations
and places where growth has
traditionally been constrained and in so
doing start to re-imagine 21st century
sustainable living as one way to build
distinctive new communities and deliver
sustainable growth in the region.

We need you to now develop your imaginative and inspirational visions into credible
concepts for the future of placemaking’.
(Extract from the introduction to the stage 2 brief)

We would like to thank the
National Infrastructure
Commission for inviting us
to participate in this next
stage Ideas Competition.
Whilst we have all been friends for a long
time this competition has provided us with
an opportunity to work together and to
focus our collective knowledge and
experience on coming up with creative
ideas for delivering good growth and place
making in the Oxford and Cambridge
corridor.
From the outset we have been interested in
exploring the spatial opportunities that
could be created and the actions that would
need to be taken to secure a shift to more
sustainable transport modes and at the
same time facilitate housing growth and
places that really work for those that live
and work in them.
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Such a shift is already taking place in many
of our cities and we think, through positive
spatial planning and the implementation of
smart technology that the region can
deliver growth without being reliant on the
car - which has a positive impact on the
environment, social well being and the
economy.
At the start of this competition process, and
based on the content of the stage 1 brief
we set down three linked propositions that
we wanted to explore further:
•

The spatial opportunities of an
integrated and fine-grained network of
bicycle/ pedestrian routes to be
delivered alongside fast, efficient and
well-planned rail and bus infrastructure.

Bringing these three strands together we
put forward VeloCity – a polycentric cluster
of new and expanded ‘villages’, which are
within cycling distance of a new / existing
rail station and which are supported by the
necessary social, environmental and
economic infrastructure to enable them to
operate in a sustainable manner and within
their environmental limits.
In the five-week period since we were
selected for this process we have:
•

Cycled the region and selected a
cluster of places situated to the
south-east of Winslow as the focus of
our second stage submission;

•

read a great deal about the region;
current and emerging thinking in
relation to the delivery of sustainable
new growth and the economic, social
and environmental benefits that flow
from more enlightened and joined up
thinking as to the way we might plan for
and deliver such future growth;

•

explored a number of existing examples
of places that have sought to embrace
the principles that underpin our
emerging strategy in whole or in part;
and

•

enlisted the help of a group of critical
friends to help develop and test our
emerging ideas.

As a result of this process it is clear to us
that much of the thinking in terms of the
necessary ingredients for securing good
growth, understanding what good growth
looks like and the social, environmental and
economic benefits for embracing more
sustainable practices are already out there
and are extremely well documented.
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In addition we would suggest that as a
population we all know deep down what we
should be doing in terms of living more
sustainably BUT when it gets to the level of
the individual we appear to be unwilling to
put collective interest ahead of our own self
interest. As a result, it has been very
challenging for politicians to put forward
and realise bold and progressive visions for
places or to secure and sustain the
investment needed to deliver or plan for the
infrastructure needed to support such long
term visions.
The result, particularly in smaller more
traditional village settlements has been
piecemeal and unplanned sprawl. This is
coupled with increasing pressures on
existing facilities and already strained
infrastructure, land speculation, a lack of
supply and choice in the housing market,
aging populations, a lack of community,
NIMBYism, a mish mash of housing styles
and poor quality design, long and tedious
planning battles, and a continued reliance
on unsustainable modes of transport.

In so doing we seek to communicate a new
long-term strategy as to how the village
might be re-imagined and what are the key
ingredients that comprise such a vision.
We also explore how our vision might
evolve over time and seek to articulate how
we might secure its delivery through the
eyes of those likely to play a key role in
making things happen and those who are
currently, and those who could, live in
VeloCity in the future.
We sit our vision within a new movement
strategy, one that gives the bicycle and
pedestrian priority, which is integrated with
the proposed regional public transport
network and which reduces and constrains
future movement by car. In advancing this
movement strategy we are not proposing a
war on cars, we are simply pursuing active
planning and spatial measures to enable a
necessary shift in emphasis towards cycle,
walking and public transport and a
reduction in the need to choose the car.

We believe that the selected Winslow
cluster, as a whole, has the potential to
deliver approximately 15-20,000 new
homes over the next 30 years. Looking
across the region we estimate that there
are approximately 15-20 other similar
‘village’ cluster locations. Hence the
VeloCity village clusters could, as a
grouping, contribute in the region of
225-400,000 new homes.

We have very much enjoyed
our five-week journey and
we hope you enjoy reading
the output of our work!
Chapeau!

We imagine that the other three selected
teams will put forward ideas for different
settlement typologies and that the four
submissions together will advance a
collective vision for how the one million
homes might be realised over the next 30
years.
Sarah
Kay

Annalie

Petra

Judith
Jennifer

So, in advancing VeloCity we seek to bring
together the best of current thinking and
put forward a bold and holistic spatial vision
for delivering sustainable new growth in
one cluster of linked villages in the region.
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Concept, context and connectivity
VeloCity advances a placebased vision for reimagining village living in
the 21st Century.
It turns traditional planning policy on its
head and identifies what are currently seen
as unsustainable and hence unsuitable
locations for accommodating future growth
into well connected places supported by a
high quality and more fine grained network
of local, medium and longer distance cycle
and pedestrian routes.

In the early days of the strategy, and in
advance of such driverless technology
becoming a reality, there will be a need for
the re-planning and re-zoning of the
existing highway infrastructure and
vehicular movements to ensure that the risk
of vehicular and cycle conflict is minimised.
Such reasoning will need to be
accompanied by speed restrictions and
reprioritisation of route utilisation.
As part of the strategy, longer distance,
HGV traffic would be re-routed to key east
west or north south movement corridors
and constrained from moving through the
VeloCity villages. Delivery hubs at stations
and at key entry points into each VeloCity
cluster or village would allow for goods and
services to be collected centrally and
distributed to the village clusters by cycle,
electric delivery vehicles or drones and
therefore the need for larger delivery
vehicles to enter the VeloCity villages will
be significantly reduced.

Waste collections would be by electric
vehicle and would be monitored via smart
technology. Hence movements of such
vehicles would be kept to a minimum.
Each village would be served and
connected by a single service emergency
vehicle access loop, which would
accommodate all essential local traffic
movements.
At the same time, and not to fall into the
trap that Stevenage did in the planning of
its cycle/ pedestrian and cycle
infrastructure in the 1970s1, the opportunity
would be taken in parallel to reduce and
constrain movements by the car. In the first
instance, the growth policy associated with
VeloCity would be supported by stringent
policies of parking restraint. New homes
would be car free, but each village cluster
would be supported by a well-resourced
car club scheme that would comprise fleets
of electric vehicles that would be parked on
the edge of each village. It is envisaged
that this provision might be eventually
replaced by a system of driverless vehicles
booked using the VeloCity app.
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Build it and they will come? Why Britain’s 1960s
cycling revolution flopped
(The Guardian 19/09/2017).
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Situated within a 11km radius of an existing
or proposed rail station, groups of between
15-20 existing villages are linked together
by a network of safe and direct cycle/
pedestrian routes . The cycle network
utilizes existing roads, long distance cycle
routes (SUSTRANS) and existing rights of
way, which are linked together and
extended to form an integrated network that
connects the destinations that people living
in the area may want to go to and also the
various key public transport hubs.

Part of the strategy is to ensure that the
cycle/ mobility infrastructure is physically
separated from motorised/ electric vehicles.
At the same time, it is recognised that with
the advent of driverless cars, issues of
safety and segregation may become
unnecessary as the technology will ensure
the potential for injury or conflict is
significantly reduced.

2.5h

Village infrastructure
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Existing residents would, in the early days,
keep their cars but would be encouraged to
park on the edge of the village to enable
the village to be free to develop without the
car. Over time more and more people
would relinquish the ownership of their
vehicles as they find the need for individual
car ownership diminishes and ‘mobility as a
service’ options become more prevalent.
The cycle infrastructure would be well sign
posted and supported by new technologies
that would make it easy for people to plan
their individual journeys and to integrate
with other public transport infrastructure.
Routes would be well lit by a system of
solar lighting. End of trip facilities would be
available at, and on, key public transport
routes including the provision of secure
cycle parking, locker and drying facilities.
All homes would be given generous bike
storage facilities.
The strategy would also be supported by
bike sharing and bike hire schemes that
would cater for a range of different needs
from cargo bikes, child carrying bikes, bikes
towing a trailer and electric bikes for longer
journeys and for those less able.
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A new long distance Veloway along the
new east west railway connecting Oxford
and Cambridge would allow longer distance
cycling and integration with the higher
speed public transport networks.
The strategy would also be supported by
new bike businesses involved in the sales,
repair, maintenance, deliveries, couriers,
food delivery and small-scale freight
delivery within the VeloCity clusters.
The movement strategy would ensure at
policy level that it is holistic and would
combine both carrot and stick initiatives in
order to ensure the successful
implementation of the new movement
hierarchy and a shift in people’s travel
patterns and mode choice.
The ‘putting in place’ of the movement
strategy would, in parallel, open up
opportunities to think differently about and
to plan for the accommodation of future
growth. Each identified village in a cluster
would be supported by a plan that would be
developed in consultation with the residents
who live there. It would comprise an
overarching place making vision and
delivery strategy that would aim to deliver
around 600-1,000 new, mixed tenure
homes within each existing village or place
by 2050.

Land release and build rates would be
accompanied by the delivery of the social,
economic and amenity infrastructure that
would need to support new housing growth
and which would reduce the need to travel
to higher order centres. Opportunities
would be created to share services and
facilities across clusters, which in turn
would provide the opportunity to develop
their individual roles and identities.
The growth plan would be supported by a
comprehensive landscape and ecological
strategy that would see the existing
landscape in the vicinity of each cluster and
across the corridor restored and enhanced.
This strategy would enable a positive
contribution in terms of climate change,
resilience, biodiversity, meeting the leisure
and recreational needs of the new and
emerging communities, food production
and managing natural waste.
Each village cluster would be linked from
the outset to a high-speed digital
communications network. Emphasis would
be given to the development of ‘off-grid’
energy solutions and light-touch, closed
loop systems for water consumption,
drainage (foul and surface), waste
collection and recycling.
The realisation of this approach will give
rise to a number of challenges, open up
new opportunities and deliver a number of
substantive benefits. We consider these
further in the next section.
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Framing our approach
Big picture benefits and opportunities
On one level the VeloCity strategy is a
simple one and makes a lot of sense! We
appreciate, however that its realisation
- whilst being technically quite straight
forward to deliver - could politically be
difficult to secure in terms of A: persuading
people to shift away from the motorcar and
B: to gain support for building on fields in
villages and hamlets that have long been
protected by the planning system and in
many cases preserved in aspic.
Having said this the tide is perhaps turning:
•

•

•

•

8

We understand much more clearly the
negative impact the car has on us in
terms of pollution and health impacts.
Policies constraining movement by the
motor vehicle are becoming more
restrictive, which has resulted in shifting
attitudes to car ownership in more
urban locations.
There are numerous examples of
regions, cities and towns (new and old)
that have tried and succeeded to
reduce movement by the car and
increase movement by more
sustainable modes.
Technology advances mean that we are
much more able to choose where and
how we want to live and work.

•

•

Copious words have been written to
suggest that the village idyll is not quite
what it purports to be, instead
characterised by aging populations,
rising house prices, a lack of work, lack
of community and declining facilities.
Modern farm practices and methods
suggest that our green and pleasant
land might not be as healthy and
diverse as it appears.

So maybe the time is right to look at things
a bit differently and to explore approaches
that previously might have been thought as
politically unthinkable.
The approach will need to gain the support
of existing local communities, which are
likely at first to be resistant. If the potential
benefits can be communicated well and
people feel they have a proper stake in the
future development of their places then
there is a possibility that our approach can
succeed.
We consider the issue of delivery further in
the final section of this report. In this
section, however we want to begin to
articulate the opportunities/ benefits that
could potentially be secured through the
VeloCity initiative.

A business as usual approach will not
optimise the quantitative and qualitative
benefits the region deserves in terms of:
•

Reducing congestion;

•

Enhancing quality of life, health and
well-being;

•

Business efficiency and job creation;

•

Reducing resource consumption;

•

Protecting and enhancing the
environment;

•

Delivering high quality design and place
making;

•

Minimising costs, maximising the return.

These benefits do, however sit at the heart
of our VeloCity initiative.

I love the ability
to ride my bike on
car free streets

We consider each of these opportunities to
deliver these outcomes under the five key
themes of our emerging strategy:
•

Theme 1: Shifting gear.

•

Theme 2: Building successful
communities.

•

Theme 3: The modern day picturesque.

•

Theme 4: A living landscape.

•

Theme 5: Light touch living.

The reality is that the accommodation of
almost a million new homes in the region
will require bold thinking and brave
planning.

Oxford to Cambridge Link Competition I Stage 2 Report
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Theme 1: Shifting gear - putting
the bicycle first.

We summarise below some of the key
highlights of what we found:
•

Both Oxford and Cambridge have already
adopted ambitious targets for the future
modal share of cycling (Cambridge 40% by
2023, Oxford 25% by 2020)1.
Within our area towns such as Milton
Keynes and Aylesbury are well provided
with cycle route infrastructure. However
according to the Aylesbury Transport
Strategy – Stage 2 Existing & Future
Conditions – only some 4% of journeys to
work are by bicycle and 9 % by public
transport (bus and train). Thus, there is
considerable potential to shift the modal
share towards more sustainable modes.
The previous section set out the
component strands of our strategy for
delivering a fine-grained, well-connected
network of cycle routes and the associated
infrastructure that would support the
network.

•

Current UK projections suggest that the
cost of congestion to the economy is
around £11 billion a year2. According to
the Chamber of Commerce the costs
associated with congestion are on
average thought to cost individual
businesses £17,000 a year3.

•

The NHS recommends 150 minutes of
moderate physical activity per week.
This works out as 30 minutes per
weekday or about 7 miles cycling or
walking 1.6 miles. Research by
SUSTRANS suggest that workers using
the cycle network, compared to the
average worker, take approximately half
the number of days off, resulting in a
£13.7 billion annual boost to the British

In terms of the potential benefits of
pursuing such a cycle/ pedestrian led
strategy SUSTRANS, the European
Cyclists’ Federation (ECF) and The Union
Cycliste Internationale (UCI) have done a
lot of work around the subject and it makes
compelling reading.

1

(Cycling Delivers on Global Goals, Shifting Towards
a better Economic, Society and Planet for All. World
Cycling Alliance and European Cyclists’ Federation).
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A study ‘A Global High Shift Cycling
Scenario: The potential for dramatically
increasing bicycle and e-bike use’
shows that cycling can have a
substantial positive impact on the
world’s future, saving the world nearly
USD 6 trillion dollars over the next 15
years and dramatically improving the
quality of life. Benefits also include
reduction in urban transport CO2
emissions by about 7% compared to
‘Business-as Usual’, rising to more than
10% reduction by 2050.

2
3

Cabinet Office 2009 The Costs of Urban Transport
https;//www.gov.uk/transportanalysisguidanceandwebtag

economy4.
•

•

Work also undertaken by SUSTRANS
confirms that smaller scale projects and
investment in sustainable transport
create more jobs per pound invested
than road construction and thus present
very good value for money.
In terms of jobs, there is lots of
evidence to show that continued
reduction of car use through improving
sustainable transport infrastructure
provides more jobs than it destroys.

Based on the above it is apparent that the
wider economy would greatly benefit from a
healthier, safer and more direct public
transport system as is being promoted by
VeloCity.
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Theme 2: Building successful
communities
Delivering quality of life is a key part of our
strategy. There have been a number of
reports that suggest that life in some more
rural villages across the country is far from
healthy.
For example a study by the Observer and
the Commission for Rural Communities
(https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2008/
sep/14/ruralaffairs.britishidentity) identified
scores of small communities in decline and
in so doing confirmed that:

“Across the country; 95 per cent of village
halls are struggling to stay open, 27 village
pubs are closing a week, 800 village shops
are shutting each year, 400 garages and
filling stations are closing each year, 100+
churches of all denominations are closing
each year, 7 rural schools are shutting
annually and 90 cottage hospitals are
under threat.”

Sustrans, 2014, Increasing business through
Sustainable travel
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At the same time the study found that rural
populations are growing at an impressive
rate. But overwhelmingly, it is the older
generations who are flocking to these
areas, and in so doing they are pricing out
young families.
Our strategy focuses on existing and
established places and in so doing takes an
opportunity to breathe new life into existing
villages.
The villages in our chosen south-east
cluster already support pubs, small primary
schools, community building and existing
businesses. They also already have roads
and existing infrastructure and hence
provide an opportunity to grow, expand and
build on the existing structures and
community.
In addition, by building on existing places
the opportunity exists to potentially limit
upfront capital costs of any growth strategy.
At the same time any land releases and
future planning in the existing settlements
will seek to manage growth in terms of
housing type and tenure mix and typology
such that appropriate tenure balance is
struck within the growth cluster.
The process of land allocation also
provides an opportunity for land value
capture to help deliver social and
community infrastructure and other
benefits.

Theme 3: The modern day
picturesque
The form and structure of existing
settlements provide a unique opportunity to
build a design strategy based on place.
Designers would not be starting from
scratch with a blank sheet of paper. There
is much to learn in terms of existing layout,
scale, building forms and materials. Field
patterns and the existing landscape also
create opportunities to structure each
village and embed the design into its place.
The absence of the car and traditional
highway engineering will also open up new
opportunities and remove the inflexible
constraint of the highway engineer!
Scale and speed of growth also create the
conditions to embed the design and allow it
to evolve. The initiative being, holistic in
nature and the intensity of development
envisaged would remove the problems of
sprawl and unplanned growth in villages.

Theme 4: A living landscape
Through the Oxford and Cambridge link
there are a number of major initiatives
aimed at enriching existing landscape
characteristics and aiding recovery of
native biodiversity. These initiatives already
form a semi-continuous link between the
two cities.
The strategy by weaving itself into the
fabric of existing landscapes would seek to
further enrich the existing landscape in
terms of ecology and biodiversity, and
increase local food production, sport and
leisure activities and extend the longer
distance cycle network.
In the latter case there could be a
continuous cycle network through the valley
flood plan and ridge landscape through
which notable changes in landscape
character could be experienced. This
means the landscape provides both for
active leisure as well as day to day travel in
an attractive setting.

Theme 5: Light Touch LivingA more sustainable approach
to resource planning
Delivering the volume of growth expected
within the Oxford –Cambridge corridor will
place significant demands on existing
infrastructure. We know that the region is
under water stress and there are areas
which have a higher risk of flooding; both
likely to be exacerbated by climate change.

Our energy infrastructure is in need of
significant investment. At the same time,
energy markets are changing. Enabled by
the falling cost of renewable technologies
and battery, we are seeing a drive to more
distributed energy generation and a more
dynamic grid. Provision of good quality
digital communications is an ongoing
national challenge.
It is important, therefore that any new
development advanced in the corridor
enables communities to live a low impact
life style. We feel that higher density village
expansion could offer opportunities that
may not be feasible within the city/ town
context where it can be difficult or
expensive to retrofit infrastructure and there
is insufficient space for solutions that could
mitigate the impacts of urban living.
Specifically our proposal for a productive
landscape (see theme 4) enables off grid
living with renewable energy and circular
water systems. In exchange for a relatively
small take of agricultural land, the
productive landscape enhances biodiversity
and creates opportunities for local food
production. Sharing of community spaces,
infrastructure and alternative modes of
travel ensures that assets are well used.
Digital infrastructure will be a key enabler
of the VeloCity concept, facilitating local
working, sharing solutions and smart
resource and waste management.
These proposals will benefit both new and
existing residents.
Having considered the potential Big
Picture benefits and opportunities we
now go onto consider the strategy for
the south east Winslow cluster in detail.

10
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The benefits of our strategy
Social

Healthy
ving
living

Economic
Activity improves physical and mental
health.

Infrastructure

Environmental
Low cost transport and digital
infrastructure networks.

Carbon
reduction

Reducing food miles and mechanical
transport Promoting low technology
carbon free energy sources and
growing trees.

A new local model for infrastructure
delivery linked to green infrastructure.

Happiness

More liveable places and green
environments make people happier.

Employment

Local technology industry
development test bed and local
economic production from building
and creating local jobs on the land
and in villages.

Resources
management

Reducing waste, recycling solid
waste and sewage to feed back into
the local ecological environment. Only
“spent” resources sent to Waste to
Energy in Granborough 10 miles
away.

Social
cohesion

Car free environments improve social
cohesion and wellbeing. Mixed tenure
housing encourages villagers to stay
and work in the village.

Food
roduction
roduction
production

Local intensification of food
production in an ecological way
improves farmers income

Biodiversity

Enriching soil, promoting mixed uses
and a wider mixture of species.
Reducing pesticides and promoting
insects and wildlife. Linking to living
landscapes and natural environment
improvements.

Identity and
e
elonging
longing
belonging

Empowering a community and
providing characterful settings for
living and working

Technology
development

Delivery models and innovative
technology for sustainable
infrastructure, building and improved
farming practices. Targeted at
technology innovation and SME’s.

Sharing
co o y
economy

Sharing social infrastructure such as
schools and health facilities between
local villages. Sharing resources
through local applications and
delivery drop off points.

Equality

Under 18’s and those who cannot
drive are restricted by lack of rural
transport.

Supporting
the elderly

Almost a quarter of the population will
be over 65 by 2045. Local co-housing
in community locations will improve
efficiency and cost of care and
mitigate isolation and loneliness.

Land use and
andscape
landscape

Efficient use of land resources to
benefit food and resource
production.

Housing is needed for all sections of
society.

Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition
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Illustrating the concept
Vision, placemaking, infrastructure and liveability
The Winslow village cluster
is made up of four linked
settlement groupings each
comprising of four to six
villages with Winslow and
the new station at the
centre.
In order to illustrate our strategy this
section focuses on the cluster of six
existing villages situated to the south east
of Winslow, comprising:
•

Mursley;

•

Stewkley;

•

Drayton Parslow;

•

Swanbourne;

•

Hoggeston; and

•

Dunton/Littlecote.

These six existing places support some
1,546 existing homes and a population of
approximately 3,600 people.

12

Some 93% of these existing homes are
either owner-occupied or private rented
and 7% are social rented. This compares
to the national average of 63% owneroccupation, 20 % private rented and 17%
social rented (based on the 2015-2016
EHS).
The VeloCity proposition envisages that this
village cluster would expand over the
period 2020- 2050 by a minimum of 3,600
new homes.
This would represent an annual build rate
of around 128 homes a year across the
south-east cluster, (assuming a 28 year
build out programme). This completion rate
is deliberately kept low and slow as it fits
with our philosophy for a village expansion
programme which seeks to retain and
reinforce the existing character of each
village and to integrate new development
with the landscape and already well
established layouts, structures and forms.
In parallel with the growth of the south east
cluster it is also envisaged that Winslow
itself would expand by around 1,000 new
homes and the other three clusters situated
to the north-east, north-west and south
west of Winslow would also deliver around
10,800 new homes. Hence the Winslow
cluster as a whole could support a
minimum of 15,400 new homes and a
population of around 38,500 people (based
on an average of 2.5 people per
household).

At the same time pursuing densities of
up to 100 homes per hectare means
that this growth can be secured on
limited land take, whilst at the same time
securing strong countryside character.
The key component parts of the
south-east cluster strategy are
described under the following themes:
Theme 1: Shifting gear - A new
movement hierarchy.
Theme 2: Building communities Housing mix, tenure and the supporting
social/ economic infrastructure.

Village cluster existing population

Theme 3: The modern day picturesque
- Place making.
Theme 4: A living landscape Sustainability and environmental
protection.
Theme 5: Light touch living - A more
sustainable approach to resource
planning.

Village cluster existing uses
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A vision for the Winslow village cluster
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Theme 1: Shifting gear
Putting the bicycle first

•

•

SMART app to enable bespoke and
personal travel planning.

Development capable of adapting to
driverless vehicle technology.

•

Higher density living (up to 100 homes
per hectare (see below)) to encourage
more compact living, which is capable
of supporting and sustaining
infrastructure to serve local
communities.

•

Delivery hubs adjacent to the station
and at entry points into the village
cluster, which allow for transfer and
delivery of goods by bike/ electric
vehicle.

•

Access to shared transport options,
such as on demand bus services.

•

All new housing car free.

•

Existing users encouraged to park on
the edge of the village and to
participate in the car sharing scheme
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Swanbourne
1.3

Hoggeston

1.1

3

2.5

1
1

Marylebone

Drayton
Parslow
Leighton
Buzzard

3

Stewley

St Pancras

Liverpool Street

Dunton

Combined car-sharing and rail pass
used by the majority of the existing and
new populations.

Secure bike parking and end of journey
facilities at stations, workplaces and
cultural/ social/ leisure facilities.

A central service delivery and bus
‘loop’, connecting each village and the
station.

ck
Bu

•

2.5

Oxford

2

W

ton

Generous and secure bike storage
within each existing home.

Re-prioritisation and rezoning of car/
HGV movement/ farm vehicles into and
around the villages and controlled
movement into and through villages.

Adstock
2

sb

•

ay

A Not-For-Profit car-sharing
organisation.

Birmingham

rkw

•

An e-bike hub, bike parking, bike hire
and bike repair hub in each village.

•
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Car sharing electric vehicles situated
within the village edge parking areas.

Euston

Kings Cross

ain

•

•

Qu

•

Manchester
Birmingham

Ay
le

•

No village more than 2/3km apart and
Winslow station within 3km cycle
distance from the cluster.

Winslow Cycle Map

Pa

•

A network of segregated/priority cycle
routes and links, which connect with
Winslow station.

All car parking situated on the edge of
each new village.

for
d

•

•

Ox

The new movement network will comprise:

Life without a car
in VeloCity? - easy!
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Main vehicular east west link
Express corridor east west railway and cycle link

Train station and delivery hub

Winslow

2m

Park and Ride offers charging point for electric vehicles

iles

Non-electric vehicles are parked/ exchanged
on the edge of the village

1.3

mil

es

Villag e
1.6
1.5 miles

3 miles

les

mi

Electric vehicles are exchanged at park & ride

Big Back Garden

Village

les

mi
2

The Big Back Garden accessible by bike and on foot

Village

1.5 miles

1.3
2.

Main network allows for segregated cycle and electric vehicle movement

Parking/ electric recharging points

s
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m
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s
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Theme 2: Building successful communities
Housing mix, tenure and the supporting social infrastructure
In order to secure the liveability of the
cluster we propose:
•

•

•

•

•
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3,600 new homes across the cluster
built at densities of up to 100 homes per
ha and which will follow the established
historic field patterns.

•

A health hub with 4/5 GPs with potential
for outreach and health visits to be
catered for within each village.

•

Each village will support a ‘flexible shed’
which will accommodate a food
collection and distribution point, farm
shops, delivery/ pick up point, bike
storage, bike hire, bike repair, e-bike
hub, recycling point, co-working space,
community dining space, nursery
space, visitor accommodation, outreach
health space/ teaching space, storage
space and community space.

An appropriate mix of housing for all
age groups and income bracketsLifetime villages!
Models of housing delivery and home
ownership whereby there is no longer a
need to have a traditional social rented
housing sector, through the adoption of
different rental modes.
Careful planning of housing typologies
and the relationship of different
typologies to one another i.e. colocation of older persons housing with
nursery and education hubs; the mixing
of older and family homes.

•

Open space, play space, sport and
recreational facilities and growing space
will be provided in the Big Back Garden
(see Living Landscape below).

•

Potential for a VeloBank and currency to
encourage local spend.

I benefit from selling
produce locally and have started a campsite for the increasing
number of tourists on cycling
holidays. I have diversified my
farm and I now produce a wider
variety of crops.

Two existing and one new primary
school in the cluster. A secondary
school located to the south of Winslow.
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Winslow
Winslow with a secondary school

2m

Health centre
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1.3
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Larger expansions allow for primary
school, serving the wider cluster

Every village has a flexible shed which supports
a variety of community functions and uses.
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Big Back Garden supports a range of facilities,
growing and cycle infrastructure
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m

Smaller outreach health facilities

Health centre
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Theme 3: The modern day picturesque
Why villages?
Our placemaking strategy seeks to set a
long term vision for what we are calling
the modern-day picturesque, that will:
•

Retain and enhance – build on the
character and identity that already
exists.

•

Stop the sprawl – create compact high
density development that will stop
ad-hoc low density development turning
villages into a continuous suburban
sprawl.

•

Reinvigorate social infrastructure
– create Lifetime villages with mixed
tenures and the integration of shared
spaces where people can live, work and
socialise together.

We have identified 2 types of settings:
1: Foreground buildings - generally landmark
buildings with high quality materials such as red
brick and stone.
2: Background buildings - generally larger in
scale, set back so they visually recede and clad
with brick, block, corrugated metal or timber.

Village Cluster characters

1. Landmark buildings

2. Manor Farm
courtyard

3. Farmyard cluster:
linear & adhoc

4. Modern shed
cluster

5. Low density
cul-de-sac

6. Linear sprawl

We have identified predominant spatial forms and cluster settings that work well in the villages (1-4 above) and are very unlike the later low density
development set in cul-de-sacs and linear patterns (5-6 above).
18
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An expanded VeloVillage in the Winslow cluster
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Existing village character
The villages within the corridor all share
picturesque qualities and a strong sense of
identity. Our research on this particular
village cluster has revealed that whilst each
village is distinctive they also share
common characteristics. They have all
developed as rural settlements around
farms and manors.

Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition

2050

In the past they were more self-sustaining
communities; each village having at least
one school, pub, church and post office.
Some are more compact and clustered
around a village green or market square,
whilst others are more linear, linking farms
together. All have a range of building scale,
material and use, with larger agricultural
sheds hard up against small workers
cottages.

Historically the villages grew around key
buildings; churches, manor farms, markets
and farm clusters. These have particular
spatial forms and settings, very unlike the
later low density linear development and
cul-de-sacs. The wider setting is the
countryside and within the village there are
important views between buildings to the
fields and woodland beyond.

More recently, the increased car use has
had a detrimental impact on the village
identity and character. Wider roads have
eroded original parts of the village to the
point where public space like the village
green has become degraded or lost
entirely. Similarly fast car links to larger
towns with a more attractive offer has seen
less demand for shops, pubs and village
halls. As a result original parts of the
village such as the village green have
become degraded or lost entirely.
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Future Vision: Modern day
picturesque
The pattern of village growth has been
largely unplanned which is part of its
charm, but left unchecked could be its ruin.
Our vision for a modern day picturesque
village preserves and enhances the village
character with a strategic spatial plan and
typology design codes. It will help the
community choreograph their own village
development; not unlike the picturesque
movement, embodied by the pleasure
farms that can be found in the area - model
farms that choreographed the buildings and
landscapes, setting up vistas and removing
hard edges to provide pleasing qualities to
their landowners.

22
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How to do this
Our village placemaking principles are
based on 2 key actions: the retention &
enhancement of the village centre and
wrapping new high density development
around it.

Village Development Plan
Existing: Preserve & Enhance
Landmark
buildings
retained

Existing Common
Land + Village
Green

Existing buildings
re-used

Existing Trees +
Woodland

Historic Village
Core

Existing Streams +
Ponds

1: Retention and enhancement
We propose to retain the village centre as
the active hub of each village. The setting
of the village will be protected in a similar
way to that of a conservation area and
listed buildings. This includes key buildings,
landscape elements such as trees, ponds
and hedgerows, and views both within the
village and out to the countryside and Big
Back Garden. Other buildings that are not
key to the village setting may be considered
for demolition or conversion.
We will mend and repair the parts of the
village that have been lost or eroded - the
village greens, common land, ponds,
orchards, footpaths and hedgerows.
Existing and new views in and out of the
village will be redefined to strengthen links
with the countryside and the Big Back
Garden.

Existing Key Views

New development
New Housing
(Background)

New Housing
(Foreground)
Community +
Work Space
(re-use & new)
New Sheds
Waste + Car +
Cycle Depot

New Key Views

Existing routes used
as cycle paths
New Common
Land + Village
Green

New Trees +
Woodland

New Streams +
Ponds

Big Back Garden

Shed

Co-housing

Detached house
rectory/manor

Church

Cottage

Terrace
house

Flats

Live/work
modern sheds

Tenure Mix and Scale
Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition
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2: New development – Spatial plan
and Typologies
The new development will wrap round the
village centre to avoid further sprawl.
Spatial plan principles and typology design
codes will have a strong reference to the
villages’ existing spatial typologies and
material palette. Higher densities can be
achieved as less space is required for the
car, new homes can be smaller to attract a
wider demographic and private gardens are
reduced in size as there is more shared
open spaces such as the Big Back Garden.

24

Spatial plan
Each village will identify development
zones based on field sizes of approx. 0.5
hectares which are integrated into the rural
setting broadly following the existing field
patterns surrounding the village.
Development zones will be located
according to masterplan principles:
•

Wrapping villages and avoiding
sprawl – a maximum of 5 minutes walk
from the village centre.

•

Foreground/Background - some will
be placed in view of the village centre
or on visible edges facing the Big Back
Garden and some behind in the
background.

•

Topography - development will
generally be located on lower land and
never in the green heart.

•

Permeability - using existing routes
and access points.

•

Visual links - supporting new and
existing visual and physical links to the
countryside and Big Back Garden.

I play on the
street with my
friends all the
time!
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Shared spaces

Field Typology: Housing

Flats

Terraced houses

100-108 units / hectare
2-3-4 storeys

Farmyard Typology: Housing
100-110 units / hectare
2-3-4 storeys

Modern Farm Typology: Housing
96-100 units / hectare
2 storeys

Building Typologies

•

•

Use distribution - reinstate and add
new work, community and infrastructure
uses within building typologies

•

Tenure mix - new housing to have mix
tenure to attract wider demographic
with emphasis on smaller units with
shared facilities to compliment existing
large houses and detached cottages.

Development zones comprise of different
building typologies accommodating
housing, work space, community facilities
and larger infrastructure sheds/depots.
Typologies will be evolved according to
design codes:
•

Pattern & Form - new building
typologies will reference to existing
village grain - spatial forms and settings
such as those we have already
identified

Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition

Density - build to specified densities of
up to 100 units/hectare, sequenced
over 30 years so that each village
supports between 10-12 housing fields
yielding up to 600 new homes in total.

•

Scale - vary heights between 1-4
storeys

•

Re-use buildings - retrofit-farm
buildings, churches etc. with new work
and community uses

Live/work and community

Manor Typology:
Live-work & Community
2-3-4 storey

•

Shared facilities - introduce more
shared living spaces such as the big
flexible shed, eating barns, guest
bedrooms and cinema, so it is a
microcosm of the village and town
clusters which share facilities between
them.

•

Materials - reference to existing types
with particular regard to foreground and
background materiality.
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Theme 4: A living landscape
Sustainability and environmental protection
Mursley

The location of the cluster has the
opportunity to embed the place-making
strategy into its landscape and create a
unique natural, ecological and leisure
resource for the new and existing
communities.
In parallel with the new growth we would
envisage keeping a large proportion of the
central landscaped space free from
development in perpetuity. The space
referred to as the ‘Big Back Garden’ is
equivalent in size to Richmond Park! It
would combine passive and active
recreation, agriculture and production with
the natural landscape. It would form the
centre space of the village cluster and
would be defined by activities developed
and initiated by the village inhabitants.
It would be actively managed as part of
wider ‘Living Landscape Initiative’ and in so
doing its biodiversity and ecological value
would be significantly enhanced.
The ‘back garden’ would reinforce the
attraction of living in the country. Tapping
into the area’s specific landscape
character, each big garden will have the
potential to become wider tourist/ visitor
attractions. Cycle paths will be cut through
the space making fast connections
between the villages as well as
demarcating the active centre of this space,
which becomes the main social exchange
hub.

Drayton Parslow

A sharing culture runs across all scales
from village cluster through to a housing
field.

Swanbourne
Stewkley

Village

Hoggeston

V
Richmond Park

Dunton

Big Back Garden is a similar scale to Richmond Park
V

Food

Water

Village
Market

V

Library

V
School

Medical
Fishery

Village

V
Green
Shop
Pub
Active Landscape = Social Hub

Church

Natural Landscape = Existing Field Pattern
Productive Landcape = Buffer Zone
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Leisure

Culture

Village Hall
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Productive Landscape

Natural Landscape

Active Landscape

A productive landscape buffer would run on
the inner rim of the cycle loop, widening
alongside villages to provide community
allotments, orchards and small-scale
permaculture. Initially, this land would be
subject to continued management by
existing landowners. Over time
modifications in cultivation practice would
shift the method of farming towards
permaculture and agroforestry. More
advanced technological innovations might
also be considered, including hydroponic
production zones, which would allow for
increased production and potential self –
sufficiency in food production.

Opportunities would be created to reserve
views across and access to the existing
picturesque landscape fields. The
landscape would be actively managed to
encourage greater habitat heterogeneity.
The landscape would be reinforced with
interventions such as a sculpture trail or
interactive digital layer accessed via WiFi,
which would follow and interface with paths
and cycle trails.

The central green space would provide a
leisure and recreational hub for the
community, a place for communal
gathering, social exchange and active
recreation all year round. It will also be a
place for intervention and communities
would together shape and transform this
landscape based on a Big Garden Action
Plan which would be developed as part of
the active planning and future management
and maintenance of the place. The active
landscape should have a natural feel and
support large scale events, as well as
day-to-day recreational activities. Example
of activities may include (see figures to the
right).
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Natural
playground

Picnic grounds /
meadow

Sensory
gardens

Natural
amphitheatre

Fishing / boating
pond

Visitor
Centre

BMX track

Viewing tower /
panopticon
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Theme 5: Light touch living
A more sustainable approach to resource planning
Light Touch Living starts by designing out
the need for consumption of resources, and
this is at the core of the VeloCity concept.
The creation of strategic cycling routes to
connect in with the East West Rail Link and
local communities will support the shift
away from fossil fuel based personal
transport. Importantly this can be achieved
with relatively modest investments in
cycling infrastructure.
Reducing consumption also means
creating new homes and community
buildings which are designed and built to
Passivhaus standards. We know the cost of
building to these standards is reducing as
developers become more familiar with what
it takes to build to this quality.
This passive approach will be
complemented by integrated infrastructure
systems. This includes the establishment of
a community renewable energy scheme.
The productive areas within the Big Back
Garden include areas for solar arrays which
could be combined with livestock grazing or
wildflower meadows. In certain village
clusters within the corridor, wind power
could also be a viable option.
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The new rail link introduces opportunities to
radically enhance the provision of digital
infrastructure in the region. We see this as
a key to growth within the knowledge
corridor. For VeloCity, it will enable home
working and local business growth, and
creates a platform for smart technologies
and shared use of assets.
The dense village form reduces the amount
of land needed to a modest footprint. This
small loss of agricultural land will be offset
by significant ecological enhancements
both within the village and the productive
landscape of the Big Back Garden.
Our approach has been to select
technologies that can be delivered in an
incremental way to suit the programme of
development. This also means that
infrastructure can easily be adapted to
reflect changes in technology and to learn
through feedback from residents.
We see investment in infrastructure as
intrinsically linked to placemaking and
enhancing quality of life, and something
that will benefit new residents and existing
homeowners.

Our Light Touch Living strategy includes:
•

•

Cycling routes and active travel modes
supported by shared/on demand travel
options creating a shift from fossil fuel
based personal transport and ensuring
growth does not lead to congestion
within key urban areas
Passive new homes with water efficient
fittings, photovoltaics and solar hot
water systems to generate most of their
own energy demand

•

Community renewable energy schemes
that serve existing homes in addition to
feeding into the grid, generating
surpluses that can be reinvested locally.

•

Wastewater flows treated locally, with
outflows from water treatment units
passing through swales before flowing
into local ponds or being used directly
for irrigation of allotments. Waste
sludge will be processed for use as
fertiliser within the productive
landscape.

•

Surface water managed through
Sustainable Drainage Systems,
expressed in the landscape, reducing
flood risk, enhancing biodiversity and
contributing to the character of the
village.

•

A community depot/ shed for smart
waste management and consolidated
deliveries

•

Density of development on agricultural
land with minimum land take which is
off set by a net positive improvement to
biodiversity and more productive use of
agricultural land in the Big Back
Garden.

•

A high-speed fibre network, a wireless
mesh and 5G ready digital
infrastructure.

•

Smart metering to enable effective
resource management

•

A shared economy approach to the use
of community assets, infrastructure and
alternative transport solutions.
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Solar

New
Passive
Home

New Passive
Community
Building

“I need maintaining”

New
Community
Building

Existing
Home
Existing
Home

Live / Work
Building

Battery

The Fibre Network

The Power Network

Drone

Evaporation
w
mmunity
ilding

“I need emptying”
Click & Collect

Existing
Home

New
Community
Building

New
Home

Water
Butt

“I need maintaining”

“Your parcel is ready
for collection”

Sludge
Processor

Reed Beds

Gardens

Swales

Cleanwater

“Water usage high”

Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Village Pond

Community Allotments

Compost

Community Depot

Power

Battery

Fibre Network
Cleanwater

Blackwater

Blackwater
Sludge

Anglian
Water Supply
Infiltration

The Water Network
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Recycling Flows
Smart

Sludge for processing
Ground Water

Fertiliser

Meter

The Material Flow Network
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Making it happen
Scalability and deliverability
Having set our vision for VeloCity we now
come to the final section, which is all about
making it happen. We have discussed in
earlier sections the potential of the strategy
to support future growth in terms of
potential numbers of housing in each
cluster and our estimate of how many times
the village cluster concept might be
replicated across the region.
We have suggested that our strategy has
the potential to deliver 20-30% of the one
million growth target. We acknowledge that
the village cluster model represents only
part of the growth story and that there will
be opportunities within the VeloCity
transport network to support other forms of
growth including new purpose built towns,
town intensification schemes and town
extension schemes. The various growth
strategies together will, however see the
delivery target met.
The VeloVillage cluster
concept,nevertheless, presents an
opportunity to build on the existing and
well-established character of existing
places in the corridor, to retain and
reinforce the existing settlement hierarchy
and to enable these places to play an
active part in the evolving hi-tech corridor
rather than being left behind.
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The delivery of the concept will depend on
the will of local government. We don’t see
success for such a long term, holistic vision
without it. It will take bravery and long-term
commitment from the sponsoring
government.
It will require in parallel existing and long
held strands of policy to be recast in favour
of land release and growth in certain,
smaller settlements, which were previously
viewed as being unsustainable.
Ideally, government will partner with local
councils, but the natural response of these
local organisations will be to resist. It will be
a difficult debate. Greenfield land will,
however be needed, and there is an
opportunity for a forward thinking council to
grasp the nettle and create a truly inspiring
place. The benefit of our approach is that it
is relatively small quantities of greenfield
land, developed over time around each
village. The impact and benefits are shared
and our work with existing communities has
demonstrated that this approach is more
capable of support than more top-down
one sided strategies.
A regional cycle strategy would be put in
place and the key parts of this
infrastructure would be delivered alongside
the rail related/ bus infrastructure. The more
fine-grained village network would be
delivered alongside the build out of the
village clusters and in line with community
initiatives to deliver a shift in movement
away from the car.

We see the existing community as playing
a key role in the development of the vision
for their village/ cluster. Based on our
discussions, as part of this process there
already seems to be a level of acceptance
within the Winslow cluster of villages that
housing growth is coming and hence given
this acceptance the opportunity needs to
be created to garner the support of the
local community to develop individual
village plans. We need the villages to be
partners in this plan making.

The community invited a small group
of local building companies to help
deliver the plan. A long-term work
stream helped us develop local supplier relationships. A factory supplies
off site manufacturing so we can
build quickly and to a high quality.

It is envisaged that any plan that would be
developed would be visionary and fairly
prescriptive in terms of land use, residential
unit numbers and tenure mix, design and
use of materials. They would be supported
by the planning legislation that would
enable the release of greenfield land on the
edge of villages, which would also set out
the strict conditions of such land release
and its subsequent delivery.
Under current planning policy such land
would never be released for development,
hence the potential for financial gain above
agriculture value would be extremely
limited. The condition of release would be
that a proportion of the land value increase
would be transferred to some form of
village or community infrastructure fund
and the proceeds of which would be used
to support the delivery of hard and soft
infrastructure in each village.
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In addition tenure mix would be prescribed
alongside a requirement to adhere to the
design codes. The combination of land
value capture and prescription in terms of
tenure/ housing typology open the door, we
would suggest, to explore different housing
delivery models in terms of income related
rental models. In this regard we could, for
example look at a world where we do not
actually need social housing because the
rental model adopted for each village might
be linked to income.
In addition, there would be opportunities to
move away from the problems of owner
occupation and inflation in the housing
market and instead look at value capture at
the point of sale of a house. Such a ‘tax’
could then recirculate back into the
community and help deliver more housing.
There will also be opportunities to look at
other models such as self-build, co-housing
and extra care housing as part of the
strategy.
Planning permissions or village plan
compliance permits would still need to be
secured in relation to the individual field
plots identified within the Plan for release
for development. The community
comprising a local panel or board would,
however have planning powers to approve
detailed submissions on the individual field
plots.
In terms of building, it is envisaged that
partnerships would be formed with smaller
building companies who would be
responsible for delivery of the housing and
other supporting uses. Such long term
partnerships would allow for economies of
scale, investment in staff and machinery
Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition

and long term local supply chain
partnerships to be formed. This will create
an opportunity to keep delivery local and
build capacity local in terms of skills and
income generation and break the
monopolies of large-scale housebuilders.
Alongside the village plan the ‘Big Back
Garden’ will be designated as a protected
inner green belt - a place where
development will not be allowed to take
place at any point. The designation would
be accompanied by a ‘Big Back Garden
Action Plan’, which would set out the
strategy for this space in terms of
promoting farm diversification, ecological
enhancement, community management,
sport/ leisure and tourism activity/ facilities,
cycle infrastructure, solar arrays, and food
growing.
It is envisaged that alongside the release of
fields for housing landowners/ farmers will
be encouraged to ‘set-aside’ other fields in
their ownership for more countryside
related activities associated with the ‘Big
Back Garden’ and to invest in the ecological
enhancement of their landholdings.
We would also hope that there would be
opportunities for more localised food
production initiatives, which would fit well
with the overarching VeloCity concept of
reduced travel distances.
In terms of governance, whilst requiring big
policy moves from Central Government to
create the conditions whereby VeloCity can
happen, delivery will be very much about
the existing and future residents who will
live in the new village clusters and their
wellbeing. Given this situation we would
suggest it will need a model of governance

that would act in the best interests of the
communities who will live there.
We would suggest that some form of
Village Trust (VT) would be set up to act in
the interest of existing and future residents
and businesses of the village cluster or
group of clusters. The Trust would have a
clear and simple purpose set out in a
simple trust deed, but with wide powers
available to achieve its purpose and
appropriate governance structures.
The VT would be the vehicle to facilitate the
bringing forward of homes, employment
uses and infrastructure, facilitate the
delivery of the infrastructure necessary to
support the cluster and could have plan
making powers and financial powers (i.e.
through land value capture and locally
based CIL charging, local taxes, local
currency and grant giving). They would also
be responsible for the long term
management and maintenance of the
village cluster.

individual village plans, which would also
set out the processes for monitoring and
review of the plan and how to ensure
continuity of practice across the region.

We developed a clear plan
and statutory powers to implement the phased development of the villages. The local
community decided which
plots should be developed
first, which views to protect
and which roads to restrict.

The individual VTs would be supported by
a regional Development Corporation, which
would be responsible for delivery across
the region. They would provide the
necessary technical support to facilitate
delivery. They would also facilitate the
setting up of Community Interest
Companies, which would fund and manage
the delivery and running of the supporting
infrastructure. They would also have land
acquisition powers, plan making powers
and financial powers in terms of the
strategic aspects of the project and
creating the conditions to unlock the
potential of each village cluster.
Progress would be monitored against the
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Village cluster
Year 0 - 5

Setting up the framework
During the first years, legislation and a
governance structure are rolled out.
Stakeholders from every level will be
engaged with, from residents, politicians
and local landowners.
With strong leadership and community
engagement, the first cluster develops the
business and employment opportunities,
oversees the digital and cycling
infrastructure installation and establishes
the Community organisations and
companies to oversee and benefit from the
infrastructure and phased planning.
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Year 5 - 10

Structured plans are produced and new
farming opportunities promoted in the big
back garden.
Early green infrastructure, swale drainage
and ponds will be formed and planted,
setting the landscape framework. Early PV
installations set up with the Community
Infrastructure Company will start to benefit
existing residents. In the village the new
digital infrastructure will help existing
businesses.

Rolling out the first wave
The cluster population grows by an average
of 130 homes per year using local
contractors and re deploying existing roads
and infrastructure
Local events engage new and existing
communities as fields are gradually
released for new homes; new infrastructure
begins to operate. Two village depots open
for deliveries and waste removal and the
smart digital infrastructure is extended.

As the population grows new primary
schools, GP surgeries and health centres
are built in the villages that grow first.
Allotments, forestry and diversified farming
develop in the “Big back garden”.
The annual festival starts and more people
come and see what living here is like.
Slowly the roads are restricted and the
network of electric vehicles to Winslow runs
on call from the app.
Early green infrastructure is supplemented
with PV’s, battery storage and a wind
turbine is introduced to support the electric
cars and the greenhouses. Additional 5G
wireless networks are installed.
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Year 20 - 30

Growing the movement
The cluster grows incrementally delivering
3600 new homes by 2050
Cluster developments extend to other hubs,
regional roads are reorganised and cycle
ways extend outwards. Living landscapes
and green infrastructure support a bio
diverse corridor, improving landscape
resilience and food production.
The cluster transport and delivery systems
come into full use and co-located
technology and business start up centres
grow. The green heart continues to
establish new varied farming practices and
community leisure uses.
Oxford to Cambridge connection: Ideas Competition

Year 2050

Self-sustaining energy and water system
networks operate with a local circular
economy. Wastewater treatment and swale
drainage improve water quality. The PV’s
with local battery storage supply homes
and wood burners and top up heating
supply. The Community Interest Company
(CIC) overseeing the Multi Utilities Services
Company (MUSCO’s) and re deloys returns
to new local projects.

Realising the vision
The building plot developments have built
new scenic and dense villages with strong
communities and good local infrastructure.
The new picturesque landscape takes
shape and the villages develop their own
individual characters.
New mixed tenure housing and the
co-homes provide a range of homes for
different incomes. Some work locally in the
new green back garden managing the
woodland, growing and producing food.
Others commute daily or less frequently by
cycling to the fast train connection in
Winslow.

The connections to Winslow and beyond
make living and working here easy. The
Community Infrastructure Company takes
on a long-term maintenance role feeding
profits back into continuous improvement of
utility and technology provision.
Annual events celebrate the new
environment and the community
management group oversee the long-term
management and maintenance of the new
cluster.
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Team



Sarah Featherstone

Kay Hughes

Petra Marko

BA Hons Dip Arch (UCL), ARB

ARB, RIBA, MAPM, FRSA

MA Arch, ARB, RIBA

Sarah is an architect and co-Director
of Featherstone Young, a practice
with expertise in place-making and
social engagement. She is interested
in how architecture can capture the
character and identity of a place and
stimulate, rather than dictate, activity
and social interaction. Her work has
won many awards particularly for
housing and community projects
including RIBA awards for a homeless
centre, a crisis centre, artists’
studios and two housing projects
in sensitive rural locations. Sarah
teaches at Central Saint Martins
and is a visiting critic and external
examiner at various universities. She
was one of the youngest members
first recruited to the CABE National
Design Review Panel and currently
sits on the Islington, Southwark and
Camden panels. She has been a
RIBA and Civic Trust award judge
and in recognition of her contribution
to both practice and education she
was awarded The Atkins Inspire
Outstanding Achiever in Architecture.

Kay is Director of Khaa a consultancy
that focuses on design-led project
delivery and has worked across a
range of public and private sectors.
From 2006 – 2012 Kay led the design
of the Olympic Park for London
2012 in East London commissioning
and delivering high quality designs
for complex multifaceted projects
leading a wide range of professional
teams from inception to completion.
Previous roles include a senior client
representative at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) working
internationally and as part of the
Major Projects team at Sport England.
Kay Chairs the Otterpool Park
Garden Town Design Review Panel,
Co-chairs the HS2 Euston Design
review panel, is a member of the ICE
awards shortlisting panel and a CABE
Building Expert.

Petra is an architect, communicator
and enabler of projects within the
urban realm. She is Co-founder
of Marko&Placemakers, a design
consultancy addressing the overlaps
between place, process and people,
reaching beyond the physical aspects
of design. Petra has led placemaking
strategies and town centre studies for
clients including the GLA, the LLDC
and several London boroughs, and is
involved in masterplanning projects
in Central Europe. She believes
that sustainable design practice
is about combining creativity with
hands-on facilitation, mediation and
communication. Petra sits on the RIBA
Guerrilla Tactics steering group and
the RIBA Small Practice Group. She is
member of the international research
think tank Urban Transcripts and has
taught and lectured at institutions
including The London School of
Architecture, Stadslab Urban Design
Laboratory and reSITE.
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Annalie Riches

Jennifer Ross

Judith Sykes

BA Hons Dip Arch, ARB, RIBA

BA(Hons), MRTPI

MEng MPhil, CEng, FICE

Annalie is co-founder of Mikhail
Riches, established in 2014 and
formed from the amalgamation of
Riches Hawley Mikhail and David
Mikhail Architects. The practice has
a growing reputation for large-scale
housing projects and masterplanning.
Mikhail Riches has won five RIBA
Awards and five Housing Design
Awards and made the Stirling Prize
mid-list twice. They were named BD
Housing Architect of the Year 2009.
Their Church Walk project in Stoke
Newington won London Building of
the Year 2013. Annalie graduated
from Sheffield University and North
London University, and was selected
for the RIBA Silver Medal. She has
worked for RFR Peter Rice in Paris
and Edward Cullinan Architects. She
spent a year building her own house
at Whatcott’s Yard, which won an
RIBA award and AJ First Building
Award. Annalie is External Examiner
at Westminster University and Visiting
Professor at Sheffield University.

Jennifer is Director of Tibbalds
Planning and Urban Design, a
practice with expertise in design led
spatial planning projects involving the
creation of new and the enhancement
of existing places in the UK and
abroad. Jennifer is a chartered town
planner with 25 years of planning
and urban design consultancy
experience working on complex
regeneration projects such as
Elephant & Castle and Brentford Lock
West. She has particular expertise
in the preparation of planning and
development strategies and plans,
in urban regeneration, and in
dealing with highly complex planning
applications to make development
happen. Jennifer has spoken at
various conferences on urban design
and regeneration matters, has given
lectures at Manchester, Westminster
and Greenwich Universities, and is
widely experienced in community
consultation and local neighbourhood
planning.

Judith is Director of Expedition
Engineering with 20 years’ experience
in civil engineering, infrastructure
master planning, sustainable design
and strategy. Her technical expertise
spans water, energy, the circular
economy and urban resilience. Her
background is in major infrastructure
and regeneration projects including
Heathrow Terminal 5 and the London
2012 Olympic Park. Judith has
a rare set of strategic, technical,
organisational and communication
skills which enable her to deliver
exceptional outcomes for her
clients – who really enjoy working
with her. A Fellow of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, she is active in
shaping industry practice. Her roles
include editor of the Engineering
Sustainability Journal, commissioner
for Milton Keynes Futures and UCL
Industrial Board Member for the
Centre of Sustainability and Urban
Resilience.
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